
Granite Pipeline Project 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

 
   

  
What is the Granite Pipeline Project?  
The 13.5 mile long Granite Pipeline delivers natural gas to approximately 90,000 BGE 
customers. BGE has established a phasing process to replace the pipeline in sections. A 
portion of the old Granite Pipeline was replaced at the northwestern edge of Gwynns Falls 
Leakin Park in 2013-14, and the next 2.2 mile leg of the pipeline will be relocated beginning 
February 2018. This 26” gas pipeline is being replaced and relocated. 
 
After 2018, two final pipeline replacements will occur. The first portion extends from within 
Gwynns Falls Leakin Park, around Ridgley's Cove at the Middle Branch of the Patapsco 
River, and ends near Swan Park. BGE is in the process of determining a possible route for 
this upcoming easternmost replacement project. When reconstruction of the pipeline is 
complete, a 50’ right-of-way will be maintained along the 13.5 miles to accommodate future 
access and maintenance to the pipeline.  
 
When will construction begin? 
Feb. 8, 2018 - March 15, 2018: 2.2 mile forest clearing, 75’ area wide known as the Limit of 
Disturbance (LOD) along open trench construction areas and 50’ wide clearing above 
horizontal direct drilling areas.  
 
When will pipeline construction be completed? 
The project completion of pipeline construction is mid-October 2018. Following completion, 
mulching, planting and seeding will begin.  
 
 
What impact will the Granite Pipeline Project have on the environment?  
 
The 100+ year old Gwynns Falls Leakin Park forest is a rare and exceptional urban 
resource- providing a diversity of ecosystem services and enhancing urban environmental 
conditions for the City of Baltimore. As Gwynns Falls Leakin Park is bisected with a 
permanent 50’ corridor clearing, precise environmental impacts are uncertain, though a 
decline of overall forest health should be anticipated. 
  
The construction and maintenance of the pipeline will pose an inadvertent threat to the 
diversity, density and distribution of plants and wildlife in the park. Modifications to soils, 
water quality, migratory movements, habitat and wildlife food sources are all areas of 

                                                                                          



concern. Disturbance in the forest creates a wide range of issues that must be closely 
monitored in order to inhibit the spread of pest plants, insects and diseases.   

The anticipated ecological responses to the pipeline project are sure to increase the cost of 
park maintenance for Baltimore City Recreation and Parks (BCRP). The BCRP Forestry 
Division will approach the mitigation of environmental disturbances with: prevention, early 
detection & rapid response via control, monitoring and subsequent conservation efforts. 
BGE will contribute efforts towards revegetation and selective maintenance protocols 
where they are able- these efforts, in conjunction with volunteer support, have the 
potential to reduce pipeline impacts. 
  

 Was the community consulted about this project? 
BGE met with the Friends of Gwynns Falls Leakin Park and other local stakeholders during 
the project planning process. To educate the community, there is an open house on 
Wednesday, January 24 at Edgewood Lyndhurst Recreation Center 6pm-8pm.  
 
How will construction affect my day-to-day life? What can I expect? 
 

● In February 2018, expect project-long closures of the: Leakin Park playground (off 
Eagle Dr.), Hutton Ave bike lane, Stokes Dr. ballfield, and the hiking trail NW of 
Ridgetop Rd.  

●  Beginning February 2018, a temporary construction accessway will be opened up at 
Gwynnbrook Apartments to initiate forest clearing. Traffic should flow regularly but 
people can expect to see machinery moving through the area.  

●  March 15 - October 18: Loud noises can be expected during pipeline drilling (@ the 
park & ride and near the Franklintown Rd./Wetheredsville Rd junction and possibly 
along all points of the underground drilling segments.  

● May 11 or July 12: Eagle Dr. closes at Winans Chapel and Outward Bound 
● May 14 or July 14: Ridgetop Rd. @ Carrie Murray is closed 
● Mid-Late August: Neighborhood residents will receive notification via robocall 

announcing the gas purge/“gas-up”, which will generate a temporary gassy odor that 
nearby residents and park users may be able to smell.  
 
 
I want to take an active role in preserving Gwynns Falls and Leakin Park.  

Is there anything I can do to help? 
 
Yes, absolutely! TreeBaltimore, a BCRP program, and our partners will provide various 
opportunities to stay involved with preserving the Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park forest. Please 
join us on Wednesday, January 24 at 6pm for our Granite Pipeline Open House at 
Edgewood Lyndhurst Recreation Center (835 Allendale Street).   
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⇢ March 7, 10, and 24: Weed Warriors Training Series at Carrie Murray Nature Center 
 
Weed Warriors is a BCRP program focused on the city’s urban forest healthy through 

education and the maintenance of invasive plant infestations by environmental stewards. 

Regular group events are held year round where volunteers (open to all ages and experience 

levels) can participate in restoration projects within our city parks. Over the coming years we 

will focus heavily on monitoring and maintenance projects in Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park.  

The Certified Weed Warriors are volunteers and advocates permitted to work in parks and 

remove invasive vegetation without the supervision of park employees. Visit the 

TreeBaltimore Weed Warrior webpage for details on becoming a Baltimore Weed Warrior 

and future volunteer events. 

⇢ Feb. 28, March 14 and 17: TreeKeepers Training Series at  Location TBD 
 

The Baltimore TreeKeepers is a city-wide tree stewardship program open to anyone 

interested in Baltimore’s trees. TreeKeepers promote healthy trees by educating residents 

and increasing their role in the care of the City’s trees. Through this training, citizens can 

become tree advocates and share the responsibility to plant and care for trees in their 

neighborhood and throughout the City. Certified tree planters and pruners will be 

encouraged to assist TreeBaltimore partners at spring and fall tree planting events. See the 

TreeBaltimore TreeKeeper webpage for details on becoming a Baltimore TreeKeeper and 

future volunteer events. 

 
⇢ Saturday, April 28: Gwynns Falls Leakin Park BioBlitz 
 

Come partner with the experts at BCRP as we collect field data adjacent to the new Granite 

Pipeline. In collaboration with the Greater Baltimore Wilderness Coalition, TreeBaltimore is 

hosting a BioBlitz festival to collect additional baseline inventory for the native plant and 

wildlife communities in GFLP. The BioBlitz will serve as an educational opportunity for the 

community and as a volunteer activity for experts- collected data will be used as we monitor 

shifts in forest ecology after the pipeline construction.  

 
 
I have children who play in this area. As a parent or guardian, how will construction 
affect their access to the park? 
The Leakin Park Playground and the Stokes Drive baseball field closures will be of primary 
concern for children in the park during 2018. Construction areas will be fenced-off 
throughout the park, so be sure children are aware of safe areas to play.  
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I ride my bicycle on the Gwynns Falls Trail. Will construction impact my commute? 
As a bicyclist, it is unlikely that your commute will be impacted. Former Hutton Ave and the 
portion of the Wetland Trail north of Former Hutton Ave will be temporarily closed during 
construction. Please contact BCRP at  if you do experience interferences while cycling.   
 
I am a driver. Will construction impact my commute? 
As a driver, construction traffic is expected to be minimal.  
 
If I have questions about the Granite Pipeline Project, whom should I contact? 
For questions directed to Baltimore City Recreation and Parks, reach out to Roni Marsh at 
410-396-6694. For questions related to the project, please email BGE at 
BGEPipeline@bge.com or call www.bge.com/gasprojectpipeline and refer to “Granite Leakin 
Park Project”.  For more information about the Granite Pipeline Project, please visit our 
webpage at https://bcrp.baltimorecity.gov/granitepipeline.  
 
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of the Granite pipeline transecting forested area near Patapsco Valley State Park. 
Image shows the western reaches of the BGE Granite Pipeline after 2014 replacement. 
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